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This resource has been designed for students in

grades 6-7, but can easily be used and adapted for

older grades. This teaching/study guide focuses on

the history of musical movies, primarily during

Hollywood's Golden Age (1930s-1960s) and the

movement into animated musicals and modern

musicals. By using specific case studies, the goal is to

provide opportunities for students to experience

something new, and to gain an appreciation for

musicals and its rich history.
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MGM STUDIOS During the Golden Age
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(Dream Sequence Ballet)

(Gene Kelly and Jerry Mouse)

(Prologue; Cool; America)

(Good Mornin'; Moses Supposes; Singin' in the Rain)

(Barn Raising Dance)

(Dancing on the
Ceiling; Hat Rack Dance)

(Jumpin' Jive)

C O S T U M I N G

C H O R E O G R A P H Y

Questions for discussion and activities



Technicolor is a series of processes used to first produce colour in

motion pictures. The first version was created in 1916 and

followed with improved versions through the 1950s. The

Technicolor company continued to improve its system so that

the process of colouring films was available to Hollywood.

Technicolor films are known for their very bright, bold and

saturated colours. Technicolor was the most popular colour

process in Hollywood from 1922-1952 and was most commonly

used for filming musicals.

One major setback to the three-strip process was that the

cameras needed a special, bulky sound blimp, and film studios

could not purchase Technicolor cameras – they needed to be

rented along with a special camera technician and a colour

supervisor to ensure the sets, costumes and makeup didn’t push

the limits of the system. The process of splitting the image

reduced the amount of light reaching the film. Since the film

speed used was somewhat slow, early Technicolor productions

required a greater amount of lighting than a black-and-white

production. Many actors claimed to have suffered eye damage

from the extra bright lights. Because of the added lighting, triple

the amount of film needed and the expensive nature of

producing the dye transfer projection prints, Technicolor films

required large film budgets.

 

In 1932, one of the creators of Technicolor convinced Walt Disney

to film one of his Silly Symphony cartoons (The Three Little Pigs)

in three-strip Technicolor. Seeing the potential of full-colour

animation, Disney negotiated an exclusive contract for the use of

three-strip Technicolor until 1935. Other animation studios had

to settle with two-strip processes, or a competing process.

Disney had such success with his Silly Symphony, that all future

animations were filmed on three-strip: Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs, and Fantasia to name a few. 

TECHNICOLOR

Discussion questions

How do you think movies would be different if they

were only filmed in black-and-white?

How do you think colour helps contribute to the overall

effect of movies? 



T E C H N I CO LO R

PROCESS 1: (1916-1917) It originally was a two-

colour system (red and green). A prism beam

splitter behind the camera lens exposed two

side-by-side frames of black-and-white

negative film at the same time, one behind a

red filter, the other behind a green filter. This

process involved adding the colour to the

black and white film. 

PROCESS 2: (1917-1928) Also called two-strip

Technicolor. The movie frames exposed

behind the green filter were printed on one

strip of black-and-white film, and the frames

behind the red filter were printed on a

different strip. Each print was toned with a

complementary colour to the original filter

The two prints, printed on film paper half as

thick as regular film, were then glued

together to create a projection film.

PROCESS 3: (1928-1932) This was invented to

get rid of the film that was glued together.

The red and green-filtered frames were

filmed on specially designed strips of film,

After processing, the gelatin on each film was

left hardened where it was most exposed to

light. The film strips were then soaked in dye

baths of complementary colours to those of

the camera filters. The thicker the gelatin, the

more dye it absorbed. 

PROCESS 4: (1932-1952) This process was

called three-strip Technicolor and a new

three-colour movie camera was created that

recorded a different colour from the

spectrum – red, green or blue - on separate

film. The camera for this process contained

three separate rolls of black-and-white film

(which is why this process is called three-

strip) The final processing of the film is similar

to Process 3, 

The Making of Snow White: Walt's Masterpiece
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=RZBsA3XdPAM&featur
e=emb_logo
Two-Strip Technicolor:
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=g9S76vtk4Ro&feature
=emb_logo
Three-Strip Technicolor:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-
T8MVrw1L0&feature=emb_logo
One Hundred Years of Cinema Youtube channel
https://youtu.be/U3o3h1eJdug

For further reference



The StarsThe Stars
of Theof The
GoldenGolden

AgeAge

Gene Kelly
1912-1996

Leslie Caron
1931-

Howard Keel
1919-2004

Ann Miller
1923-2004

Cyd Charisse
1922-2008

Bing Crosby
1903-1977

Fred Astaire
1899-1998

Judy Garland
1922-1969

Jane Powell
1929-

Debbie Reynolds
1932-2016

Frank Sinatra
1915-1998



Musical
Movies From
The Golden

Age
An American in Paris - 1951

On the Town - 1949Anchors Aweigh - 1945

Meet Me in St Louis - 1944 Royal Wedding - 1951



White Christmas - 1954

Oklahoma! - 1955 Singin' in the Rain - 1952

Seven Brides For Seven Brothers - 1954Yankee Doodle Dandy - 1942

Silk Stockings - 1957



O U T  W I T H  T H E  O L D ,  I N  W I T H  T H E  N E W
  What makes the Golden Age of musical

movies so special? It was when they were the

most popular - glamorous costumes, intricate

choreography, beautiful music and singing,

large production numbers, a somewhat

predictable plot, not to mention the star

power.

  Classic musical movies usually always include

elements of comedy and/or romance (and the

drama that goes with that romance!) dancing

and singing in jubilant chorus scenes.

  But the society that existed when these

movies were popular, is not really the same

society we live in now. The musical movies

have evolved and adapted to the changing

times, and feature themes and topics that are

more relatable and mature. Take Frozen for

example, it was the first Disney Princess movie

that taught young kids (girls especially) that

finding a man isn't everything. The Colour
Purple on Broadway, offers complex,

interesting lead roles for people of colour - an

unfortunately alien concept during the Golden

Age.

  The modern musical movie is more diverse.

They include current popular music from

classical to pop, rock and hip-hop, or jukebox

hits woven into the storyline. There's a bit more

of a rock n' roll feel to them. A perfect example

would be Pitch Perfect and Hamilton, which

both include a variety of musical styles. Modern

musicals also feature current popular stars to

keep the film genre mainstream and current. 

Examples of modern classics include: Annie,
Chicago, The Phantom of the Opera, Les
Misérables, Hairspray, The Sound of Music,
Grease, Mary Poppins, Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Newsies.
Examples of modern musicals include:

Mamma Mia! La La Land, The Greatest
Showman, Hamilton, Enchanted, Pitch
Perfect, High School Musical, Mary Poppins
Returns, Moulin Rouge.

Step 1 - speaking - characters use dialogue and

speech as a way to convey their wants and

intentions

Step 2 - singing - characters move up the stairs to

the next step when speaking isn't enough.

Characters break into song because something

happens that heightens the dramatic moment,

and they are in a place of more: more intensity,

more action, more obstacles working against them,

more problems to solve, more resistance to

overcome (we see this especially in Disney movies)

Step 3 - dancing - when words fail the characters

completely, they must dance. The wordless,

physical explosion of dance is a final attempt to

communicate using every fibre of one's body.

**Survey the class to see who's seen any Golden Age

movie musicals

**Survey the class to see who's seen a modern musical

on TV, Netflix or Disney+

**Using a Venn Diagram, compare and contrast the

similarities and differences between Golden Age

musicals and modern musicals.

**Explain and explore the concept of the emotional

staircase using the case study examples provided, and

other musical movies (Golden Age or modern)

**In all musicals there exists the concept of an

emotional staircase. It has three steps, and characters

move up the steps as their emotion heightens.

Adapted from Tracey Moore’s Acting the Song: Performance Skills for the

Musical Theatre

**Choose a star from the Golden Age, and explore a bit about

their life and career

**Choose a musical movie from the Golden Age or a modern

one and present the emotional staircase for a musical

number or dance scene; be a movie critic and present the

film to the class. Why should we watch this? Why shouldn't

we?

Activities

*Why are musical movies still popular today?

*Why do you think musical theatre remains popular

today?

*Is there any reason why you think so few (or so

many) students have or have not seen musicals?

*What do you think are the characteristics of any

new musical?

Discussion questions



Disney Renaissance

The period between 1989 and 1999 is considered Disney’s renaissance,
when Disney animation returned to producing highly successful animated
films. The majority of these films were based on well-known stories, just like
the studio did during Walt Disney’s time between the 1930s to 1960s. This
revival allowed Disney’s animated films to become powerhouses at the box
office once again.
 
After the deaths of Walt and Roy O. Disney, the films released over the next
18 years did not perform as well as anticipated. An especially hard blow was
when long-time Disney animator Don Bluth left to start his own rival studio,
Don Bluth Productions, and took many animators with him. In the mid-
1980s Disney made some major changes in organization: new CEO and
president and downsizing the animation studio. The Disney renaissance
was inspired by competition with Don Bluth’s productions along with the
evolution of overseas animation, and the development of CGI for animation.
 
The Little Mermaid
Released in 1989 with a Broadway feel to it. Lyricist Howard Ashman and
composer Alan Menken, both who worked on Broadway before, wrote and
composed the songs and score for the movie. It won two Academy Awards
for Best Original Song and Best Original Score.
 
Beauty and the Beast
In 1991 Beauty and the Beast was released. It was the first animated film
nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture. Beauty and the Beast
did win two Academy Awards for Best Original Score and Best Original
Song.
 
Aladdin and The Lion King
First came Aladdin in 1992, followed by The Lion King in 1994. Howard
Ashman wrote many songs for Aladdin before he died, but only three were
used. Tim Rice then joined and completed the score and songs with Alan
Menken. Rice went on to collaborate with Elton John to write songs for The
Lion King. Both films won Academy Awards for Best Original Song and Best
Original Score.
 
Pocahontas, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, and Hercules
In 1995 Pocahontas was released to mixed reviews, but it won two
Academy Awards for Best Original Musical Score and Best Original Song. In
1996, The Hunchback of Notre Dame was released followed by Hercules in
1997. 

Mulan and Tarzan
Mulan was released in 1998, and Tarzan, released in 1999, is considered the
end of Disney’s renaissance period. With songs by Phil Collins, Tarzan won
an Academy Award for Best Original Song and became Disney’s most
successful film since The Lion King. 
 
Disney continued to produce many animated musicals but was unable to
produce films of similar impact until they released The Princess and the
Frog in 2009. This film showcased a return to traditional animation and
Broadway musical style songs, but also broke the colour barrier and
featured Disney’s first ever black princess. Disney went on to release Frozen
in 2013, a critically acclaimed computer animated film. Many film critics
consider this musical to be Disney’s best since its Renaissance era. Frozen
features a cast of Broadway musical performers and won two Academy
Awards for Best Animated Feature and Best Original Song. Moana was
released in 2016 and also received many positive reviews, particularly for its
animation, music and vocal performances.

Discussion questionst
*Which of the Disney Renaissance films have you seen? What do

you think about other Disney animated musicals?

*How did Disney's Renaissance period help shape future

animations?

*Why do you think Disney animated films are so popular? Who do

you think the intended audience is?



Singin’ in the Rain

Singin’
in the Rain

Singin’ in the Rain

Singin’ in the Rain

ingin’ in the Rain

The Wizard
of Oz Meet Me in St Louis

Singin’ in the Rain

Make ‘Em
Laugh You
Were Meant for Me

Beautiful Girl
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Good
Mornin

Singin' in the Rain

Singin' in the Rain

Make 'Em Laugh

Would You

Discussion questions (post viewing)

Singin' in the Rain

Discussion questions (pre viewing)

Activities (post viewing)

Singin' in
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Wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz 



Discussion questions (pre viewing)

The Wizard of Oz The
Wiz Wicked

Activities (post viewing)

Discussion questions (post viewing)



lalo tai



Discussion Questions (pre/post viewing)

Activities (post viewing)



  BIPOC portrayals in musicals does not have a

pleasant beginning. Their origins are offensive,

disrespectful and racist. 

  In the early 19th century minstrel shows were a

popular form of American entertainment. These

shows were made up of skits, dancing and music

performances that were performed by caucasian

people in blackface makeup with the specific

purpose of playing the racial stereotypical role of

African-American people. This practice continued

to be popular through the 20th century. 

  Many Hollywood stars during the Golden Age

donned blackface. Al Jolson was known for

performing in blackface; according to film critics,

he became very successful by taking African-

American music and popularizing it for the white

American audiences. Bing Crosby, Judy Garland

and Fred Astaire also performed in blackface. 

  The BIPOC community had a difficult time being

offered leading roles, and were instead only given

minor character roles. There were a few musicals

and films that opened up new roles for black

people. Stormy Weather (1943) for example,

featured an all-black cast, and was based on the

life of Bill "Bojangles" Robinson. The Wiz (1978) was

another movie that featured an impressive all-black

cast - Michael Jackson and Diana Ross both starred!

.

E X T E N S I O N  A C T I V I T I E S
***Look into sampling (the practice of reusing a portion

or sample of a sound recording in another recording;

this is a foundation of hip-hop music) Many choruses or

main tunes from musicals are sampled in today's music

**Compare the sampled song with the original. Which

one do you prefer and why?

*Jay-Z - Hard Knock Life (from Annie)

*Arianna Grande - 7 Rings (from The Sound of Music)

*Gwen Stefani - If I was a Rich Girl (from Fiddler on the

Roof)

**Finding elements of musicals in modern culture: there

are many spoofs, or tributes on The Simpsons

https://youtu.be/PshxGXH0xRc (On the Town spoof)

**Drama activity, but literature circle style: split the class

into groups of 4-5 students and give each group a

musical that depicts an important moment in history,

or strong emotions through song and/or dance. Have

each group discuss the emotions found, or how the

musical discussed a difficult topic. Examples include:

*Hairspray, Les Misérables, The Sound of Music, The Wiz,

Enchanted, Beauty and the Beast, The Little Mermaid,

An American in Paris, On the Town, Seven Brides for

Seven Brothers, ShowBoat, Annie

**Have the students pick a musical of their choosing to

watch, and discuss. Which songs/dances were their

favourite?

**Play "Name That Tune" musical style! After having

watched some musicals, or songs from musicals, play

some clips to see if students can guess which movie

they come from

B I P O C  P O R T R A Y A L S  I N  M U S I C A L  M O V I E S

Visit YouTube Channel - One Hundred Years of Cinema

www.tcm.com  

Turner Classic Movies YouTube channel

https://youtu.be/WjQuzn1jWzA (Judy Garland interview)

https://youtu.be/EEizqKN7dpA (Debbie Reynolds

interview on Singin' in the Rain)

https://youtu.be/NYjMekxGKwc (Gene Kelly's wife talks

about the making of Singin' in the Rain)

https://popcrush.com/pop-songs-that-sample-famous-

musicals/  (for songs that sample musicals)

Netflix, Disney+ (to watch musicals)

   There were a few musical movies that were forefront

in changing this outdated practice of discrimination

against BIPOC actors. Disney's The Princess and the
Frog features the first black princess voiced by a black

actress and the majority of the cast is black. Moana
features a cast where the majority is of Polynesian

heritage. Hamilton, written by Lin-Manuel Miranda, 

 also features a cast where the majority are BIPOC.

Questions for discussion
*Why is it so important to include diversity in film?

Diversity in animated film? Diversity in theatre? 

F O R  F U R T H E R  R E F E R E N C E



STUDY  GUIDE  SUMMARY

- wikipedia

- YouTube

- Turner Classic Movies

- Singin' in the Rain (DVD)

- Moana (Disney+)

- The Wizard of Oz (Netflix)

- The Sound of Music (DVD)

- Seven Brides for Seven

Brothers (DVD)

- Beauty and the Beast, Frozen,

Aladdin, The Lion King (Disney+)

- GCSE Film Studies

- oscars.org

- academia.edu

- musicals101.com

- filmsite.org

- study.com

- edutopia.org

- YouTube - One Hundred Years

of Cinema

- mtv.com/news

- imdb.com

- intofilm.org

SOURCES
*What is a musical movie?

*Is it important to watch old movies from the

Golden Age? Why or why not?

*Why is it important to learn about history

and things that happened in the past?

*Why are musical movies more accessible for

kids to watch than live theatre?

*Are there lessons to be learned in musicals,

or are they just for pure entertainment?

*How have the roles for the BIPOC

community changed, or improved over the

past years? What else could be done to show

more diversity?

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW

SUMMARY

**All the musicals listed here are suggestions.

There are so many wonderful shows and

animated films that could be used instead.

**The ultimate goal of this teaching/study guide

is to provide an opportunity for students to

experience a different genre of movie, one that

was popular for over three decades! There is a

lot of rich learning experiences, and discussions

that can come from watching shows where it is

natural for the actors to sing and dance.

**The reason why musical movies and

Broadway theatre have survived for 100 years, is

because each performance and film is kept

relevant for today's society




